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Ken Deal, Ben Long, & Bryan Scott 

New Pricing Product Design 
for Competitive Advantage 

ABSTRACT 

Electricity is the last of the major utility sectors to be deregulated in North America. One of 
the key challenges for the electric industry is shifting from making electric service 
universally available in a monopoly-dominated market to a competitive market focusing on 
improving market efficiencies and providing meaningful customer choices. In this transition, 
the pricing approach is changing from the sterile rate "engineering" approach to the 
development of pricing products designed to retain existing customers and to acquire new 
customers. The current customers of monopolies are not willing to wait for change - they 
are demanding meaningful alternatives to the way they purchase electricity. 

Early efforts to respond the challenge of developing new pricing products for deregulated 
markets have focused on the high-risk/high-yield customers that are likely to be targets of 
new competitors. The responses of utilities have been focused on making "special contract" 
agreements with large industrial customers. More progressive utilities have offered Real 
Time Pricing as a transition product and are using it as a platform for other pricing products. 
Primarily, utilities are studying the results of competitive markets abroad and using the open 
access pilots in the northeast and California to test new pricing products. 

Being proactive and preparing to respond to changing market conditions during this time 
of transition is the key driver for forward thinking utilities that want to be dominant players 
in the new markets. Conducting research targeted toward gaining insight on customers' 
preferences for a variety of new pricing features became the purpose of this study. This paper 
presents the results of research conducted to assist with the design of a new pricing product, 
SelectChoice .. , that will allow commercial and industrial customers to buy electricity today 
in forms fo und in current competitive markets. The research was designed as a conjoint 
analysis study of the sensitivity of small commercial to light industrial customers to pricing 
and contract options. The results will be used to shape not only the SelectChoice"' pricing 
product, but also will provide information to be utilized in the development of other pricing 
and service products. 
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Electricity is the last of the major utility sectors to be deregulated in North America. One of the key 
challenges for the electric industry is shifting from making electric service universally available in a 
monopoly-dominated market to a competitive market focusing on improving market efficiencies and 
providing meaningful customer choices. In this transition, the pricing approach is changing from the 
sterile rate "engineering" approach to the development of  pricing products designed to retain existing 
customers and to acquire new customers . The current customers of monopolies are not willing to wait 
for change - they are demanding meaningful alternatives to the way they purchase electricity. Early 
efforts to respond have focused on the high-risk/high-yield customers that are likely to be targets of  
new competitors . The responses o f  utilities have been focused on making "special contract" agree
ments with large industrial customers. More progressive utilities have offered Real Time Pricing as a 
transition product and are using it as a platform for other pricing products. Primarily, utilities are 
studying the results of competitive markets abroad and using the open access pilots in the northeast and 
California to test new pricing products. 

Being proactive and preparing to respond to changing market conditions during this time of transition 
is the key driver for forward thinking utilities that want to be dominant players in the new markets. 
Conducting research targeted toward gaining insight on customers' preferences for a variety of new 
pricing features became the purpose of this effort. This paper presents the results of research conducted 

to assist with the design of a pricing product, SelectChoicesM, that will allow commercial and industrial 

customers to buy electricity today in forms found in current competitive markets. The results will be 

used to shape not only the SelectChoicesM pricing product, but also will provide information to be 

utilized in the development of other pricing and service products. 

Background 

Central and South West Corporation (CSW) is an electric utility holding company with four U.S. 

operating companies located in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Arkansas. CSW is developing the 

ValueChoice™ suite of electricity products that will be offered to customers as an alternative to con

ventional rates and services. 

The mission statement of CSW for Pricing Product Development is to develop pricing products to 

The opinions expressed in this article are limited to those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the opinions of Central and 
South West Corporation. 
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offer choices today that simulate future competitive products . This process was initiated with the de

velopment o f  CSW's Real Time Pricing (RTP) programs. Targeted towards the very largest customers 

with the ability to manage their usage, RTP provides subscribers with hourly prices posted a day ahead. 

RTP has been very successful for CSW. The Pricing Product Development team turned its attentions to 

the commercial and small industrial customer segments. 

CSW began investigating new ways of  generating revenue in the commercial market sector. The 

SelectChoice•" product has been developed specifically for those customers who want to know, in ad

vance, the price of  energy when it will be consumed. One of  the key benefits of  this product is that 

customers are able to choose among nine different product options rather than the typical one format. 

The product offers several peak and off-peak price combinations and alternative blocks of  hours of the 

day to which the peak prices apply. The alternatives are similar to those in Exhibit 1. 

SelectChoicesM 
Design Grid On-Peak Price 

On-Peak Hours 8.0 cents/kWh 9.7 cents/kWh 11.8 cents/kWh 

Off-Peak Prices 

3:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m. 3.35 cents/kWh 3.25 cents/kWh 3.15 cents/kWh 

2:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m. 3.30 cents/kWh 3.15 cents/kWh 3.00 cents/kWh 

1:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 3.20 cents/kWh 3.00 cents/kWh 2.80 cents/kWh 

Exhibit 1 

The purchase plan choice would involve three choices : the time period during which the On-Peak 

Price would apply; the On-Peak Price of  8.0 cents/kWh, 9.7 cents/kWh or 11.8 cents/kWh; and the Off

Peak prices that would be forced by the first two choices. Naturally, these choices can be made in any 

order, two choices could be made freely with the third fixed based on the first two. The Off-Peak prices 

are lowest at 2.80 cents/kWh when the On-Peak price is the highest, 11.8 cents/kWh, and the On-Peak 

window is the widest, from 1 :00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

The product was also comprised of several other attributes .  These included: 

• Length of contract; 

• Method of setting the rate during the contract period; 

• Whether bills could be aggregated or not; 

• CUP adjustment; and others . 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 2 
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Purpose and Benefits of Project 

The specific objectives of this project were to: 

1. Determine the attribute that has the greatest appeal; 

2. Understand why a firm would choose SelectChoice'" over the standard pricing; 

3. Measure the response of the target market to various options intrinsic to the SelectChoice•"' 

product; 

4. Understand the effect of pricing on the likelihood of customers to convert to the SelectChoice"' 

product; 

5. Determine how the product can be changed to provide enhanced value to customers . 

The information provided by this research provided much of the insight needed by CSW to assess 

the potential of the SelectChoice•M product, to adapt the design of the product to better meet the needs 

of customers and to adapt its personal selling and direct-mail efforts to coincide more closely with the 

desires of its customers for information and, of course, to improve the contribution of this product to 

the overall business position of the organization. 

Based on the findings from this study, Central and South West Corporation was able to refine the 

design of the SelectChoice"" product to gain the maximum advantage in the market. The design team at 

CSW was able to better understand the ways in which the features of the product could be altered to 

take advantage of the strongest desires of customers within the key segments of the target market. 

Research Methodology 

The problem of wanting to better understand the ways in which customers make decisions is perva

sive in marketing. Models of the customer decision-making process have captured the imagination of 

marketers since the times of Howard and Sheth's (1969) verbal model of consumer behavior and Bass's 

(1969) mathematical model of the diffusion of durables. Many others have followed this path in devel

oping increasingly more sophisticated representations of how customers identify problems and oppor

tunities, obtain information, assess alternative solutions, make decisions, buy products and alter their 

attitudes based on product usage after purchasing. 

Buying electricity for commercial and industrial companies can be a very complex and demanding 

process. While some customers are willing to commit substantial resources to the buying process, 

others want simplified arrangements that can still save money. While no model of the choice and buy

ing process is accurate, some are better than others. The buying process for commercial decision mak

ers can be quite long with several stages that precede the actual buying behavior. 

Most models of buying behavior include components that address the fact that there are typically 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 3 
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several different attributes of the product or service that differentially influence the final purchase deci

sion. Also, each attribute has two or more possible levels that can be designed into the product or can be 

presented to customers as alternative selections. In most cases, it is neither wise nor possible to present 

all of the many possible variations to customers . Consequently, the product designers must determine 

the product configuration(s) that have the greatest opportunities for market success . This decision can 

be done by the designers based on their expertise alone or based on a thoughtful combination of that 

expertise with the opinions of customers. 

The Research Process for New Electricity Pricing Products 

The development of effective new pricing products for the industrial buying of electricity is a challeng

ing process of two supporting disciplines . . .  design of the products by design experts and refining those 

products based on information from customers. The market information is best captured through comple

mentary qualitative and quantitative research studies. The qualitative research can be executed as in

depth personal interviews, focus groups or customer advisory panels . Survey research of large numbers 

of customers is effective for testing whether the product is likely to have general appeal to the market 

and specific appeal -to important targeted market segments. 

It is suggested that the stages of the pricing research process for commercial and industrial custom

ers of electricity are the following. 

1. Expert Design of First Generation Prototype 

2. Qualitative Input from Focus Group or In-Depth Personal Interviews 

3. Design Expert Refines First Generation Prototype 

4. Customer Advisory Panel Input 

5. Design Expert Refines Second Generation Prototype 

6. Survey of Customers 

7. Design Expert Refines Third Generation Prototype 

8. Customer Advisory Panel Input 

9. Final Revision of Fourth Generation Prototype by Design Expert 

The Design Expert might or might not be one person. Often this task is performed by a design team 

with a design manager. New products can only rarely be effectively designed based only on customer 

research. Customers are often very good at indicating what they don't like about products but are 

typically not able to cast far enough into the future to design truly innovative products that have high 

probabilities of market success. 

The Customer Advisory Panel type of qualitative research input can be extremely helpful when the 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 4 
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Expert Design 

Focus Groups 

Expert Design 

Exhibit 2 

Customer 

Advisory 

Panel 

Expert Design 

Refined Prototype 

panel members are given specific tasks, managed to work at those tasks and facilitated to supply the 

required deliverables. Management of this process within realistic boundaries is an extremely impor

tant function. Customer advisory panels are sometimes imposed or strongly encouraged to utilities by 

regulatory bodies. The development of a set of expectations that meet the needs of the operating utility 

company and satisfy the regulators or intervenors is critical. A process needs to be specified that can be 

executed during a reasonable period of time and that does not work to a set of expectations that exceed 

the needs of the utility and unrealistically encourage the external participants. 

Using Conjoint Analysis for Pricing Research 

Conjoint analysis provides a process, a survey methodology and an analytical technique to better 

understand the ways in which customers make decisions regarding purchase of the product. 'Conjoint' 

was originally intended to mean that customers' preferences for the several attributes of the product are 

obtained jointly rather than individually. Elicited in this way, the task is more similar to the way in 

which buyers are thought to evaluate the holistic value of products to themselves or their organizations 

prior to selections. Although customers undoubtedly think about the individual attributes such as price, 

contract length and so on, the end decision is made in ways that reflect the overall benefits that the 

individuals and the organizations intend to extract from the item. The overall assessment is affected 

differently by each of the constituent attributes. 

For example, when buying electricity for commercial and industrial usage, there are several at

tributes that influence the total cost and, perhaps, consumption of the product. These can include the 

following: 

1. Energy charge, cents/kWh 

2. On-Peak period 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 5 
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3. Off-Peak period 

4. Length of contract 

5. Method of adjusting the prices during the contract term 

6. Other options, such as combining accounts, etc. 

There are at least two challenges to deciding on the design of the pricing product: 1) which at

tributes to include in the product; and 2) what levels of the included attributes to fix or to include as 

selection options. 

Deciding on the Attributes and Attribute Statements 

Initially, the six attributes listed above plus several others were included in the design task. After 

several attempts at crafting questions, some of the attributes were judged to be too difficult for many of 

the respondents to understand without lengthy explanations that would make the process confusing and 

difficult for the respondents and longer and more expensive for the company. Consequently, the at

tribute list was shortened to the diagram presented below. 

Naturally, Off-Peak Hours and On-Peak hours are related to one another as are specific price levels 

and whether the electricity is being used during the On-Peak or the Off-Peak periods, as shown in the 

exhibit. 

On-Peak 

Hours 

Off-Peak 

Hours 

On-Peak 

Price 

Possible 

SelectChoicesM 

Configurations 

Off-Peak 

Price 

Exhibit 3 

Length 

of 

Contract 

Price 

Adjustment 

Mechanism 

Separate 

or 

Combined 

Bills 

The original Design Grid of 9 cells or levels was reduced to the four cells shown in Exhibit 4. It was 

felt that this simplification would not substantially reduce the directional nature of the information 
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while reducing the size of the task and the length of the interviews. In many conjoint studies, it is felt 

that no more than three price levels are necessary to provide enough information for estimating price 

utilities. Because of the structure of the Design Grid, four cells were necessary to capture the relevant 

information in this study. 

SelectChoiceSM On-Peak Price The SelectChoice'u Design Grid 
Design Grid 

On-Peak Hours 8.0 cents/kwh 9.7 cents/kwh 11.8 cents/kwh 

Off-Peak Prices 

• 3:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 3. 35 cents/k \\h 3.30 cents/k\\h 3.20 cents/k\\h 

2:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 3.25 cents/k\\h 3.15 cents/k\\h 3.00 cents/k\\h 

1:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 3.15 cents/k\\h 3.00 cents/k\\h 2.80 cents/k\\h 

Exhibit 4 

Select Choice 
Design Grid 

3pm- 7pm On-
Peak Window 

1pm- 9pm On-

Peak Window 

8 rt I KwH On- 12 rt I KwH On-
Peak 

3.5\t Off-Peak 
A 

3.0 rt Off-Peak 
G 

Peak 

3.0 rt Off-Peak 
c 

2.5 rt Off-Peak \ 
I i 

While length of contract and method of fixing the prices during the contract period are two separate 

attributes, the two are related in such a way that they can be presented to customers as one attribute. The 

diagram below shows the relationships between the levels of the two attributes .  

5 Years 

3 Years 

1 Year � � 

Fixed Price, Premium of 5% for 5 years 

Fixed Price, Premium of 2% for 3 years 

Indexed to Natural Gas Prices 

•Price Guaranteed to be No Higher 

•No Price Guarantee 

Exhibit 5 

These Contract Options, i.e., length of contract and a pricing commitment, produced the following 

six alternative configurations : 

• 1 year contract, no guarantee; 

• 1 year contract where the annual bill under SelectChoicesM would be guaranteed to 

be no higher than the account would have been charged under their prior arrange-

ment; 

• 3 year contract with prices fixed and where a 2% premium would be charged for the 

fixed prices; 

• 3 year contract where the price would be indexed to the natural gas prices; 

• 5 year contract with prices fixed and where a 5% premium would be charged for the 

fixed prices; and 

• 5 year contract where the price would be indexed to the natural gas prices. 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 7 
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Whether customers desired to combine accounts or maintain separate bills is a distinct attribute. 

There are several ways in which this option can be presented to decision makers. While more detailed 

descriptions were considered, it was felt that a relatively simple and direct statement would be most 

appropriate for the survey. 

Designing the 'Conjoint Experiment' 

A particularly critical stage of a survey that uses conjoint analysis is the design of the 'experiment'. 

In most applications of conjoint analysis, there are several attributes, each of which have several levels. 

Naturally, there are many combinations of attribute levels representing different possible product con

figurations that could be presented to respondents. Many researchers prefer to reduce the number of 

product alternatives presented to respondents to reduce fatigue and errors that are thought to be related 

to long question sequences. However, some researchers tend to think that this is not such a serious 

problem. [Louviere, et al (1993)] 

This study was conducted in two phases where material was faxed or mailed to respondents and 

they were then interviewed on the telephone to elicit their answers to the questions. During the first 

phase, customers were asked if they were interested in maintaining a separate bill or whether they 

might be interested in combining their account with another for billing purposes. Customers who were 

interested in combining their account with another were asked this question again during the second 

phase of the study where this attribute was considered to be one of three attributes of the experimental 

design. Those who wanted to maintain separate bills were not asked this question during the second 

phase. 

The experimental design phase produced 24 'cards' or product options for each customer to rate on 

a scale that ranged from 'O', meaning 'does not at all suit your needs', to '10', meaning 'ideally suited 

to your needs'. The 24 design cards for the 'keep bills separate' group covered all combinations of the 

Design Grid and the Contract Options, i.e., 4 grid cells multiplied by 6 contract options. The 'interested 

in combining bills' group also provided ratings for 24 product options. However, the design included 

24 of the 48 possible combinations of Design Grid (4 levels), Contract Options (6 levels) and Billing 

Options (2 levels). Conjoint analysis typically elicits product assessments on fewer than all combina

tions of levels of attributes. The assessments of those combinations not expressed by respondents are 

simulated through the conjoint process. 

The actual setup for the pricing product options is shown in Exhibit 6. Each respondent was faxed 

three questionnaire sheets that contained 24 product options. Some contained the 'Combined Bills?' 

attribute as shown in the exhibit while those who said that they were not interested in this facility during 

the first interview received cards that did not contain that alternative. The interviewers spoke through 

each of the 24 options with each respondent, eliciting their rating from 0 through 10 for each card. 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 8 
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How Well Do These Pricing Options Meet Your Needs? 

Does Not at All 

Suit Your Needs 
O 1 2 

On-Peak Window On-Peak Off-Peak 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ideally Suited 

to Your Needs 

Exhibit 6 Option During Which Price, Price, Combined Ratings 

# Peak Prices Apply cents cents Contract Length and Prices During Contract Bills? 

1:00pm-9:00pm 8 3.0 3 years, Prices Fixed at initial level with 2% Premium Yes 1 0 
17 3:00pm-7:00pm 12 3.0 1 year, No guarantee Yes 1 0 
21 1:00pm-9:00pm 12 2.5 5 years, Prices Indexed to natural gas prices Yes 1 0 

Field Methodology 

This study was designed and executed as a quantitative field survey utilizing telephone interviews 

and faxed questionnaire components to elicit the information needed to satisfy the objectives of the 

project. Qualitative research, such as focus groups, was not part of this study. However, CSW had 

prepared a pilot project that involved several workshops with commercial and industrial customers. 

These workshops helped the product designers and researchers to understand the level of comprehen

sion that customers would have of the features. Still, the design of the questionnaire involved a substan

tial amount of adjustment of questions to ensure clarity when read by respondents. 

The scope of this study was current commercial and light industrial customers in the regions served 

by CSW's operating companies in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. 

The sample lists provided by CSW furnished a total of 1698 customers. Of these, 782 were re

cruited and answered the questions in the recruiting questionnaire. Incorrect telephone numbers were 

found in 243 listings. By the termination date of December 15, 1997, 47 numbers were still 'alive', 

including two respondents where the telephone was not answered or was busy and 26 calls that were 

intercepted by voice-mail. Five hundred customers refused to participate in the survey or terminated at 

some point. The overall response rate was 46% among the total list provided and 54% among those 

listings that had accurate telephone numbers. 

Following the initial recruiting interview, the SelectChoice'™ Grid and option sheets for the conjoint 

exercise were faxed to the customers. Interviewers then attempted to recontact the customers to elicit 

their Grid preferences and ratings of the 24 options in the conjoint exercise. Three hundred thirty seven 

(337) usable questionnaires remained after the conjoint exercise was completed and the data was cleaned. 

In general, the customers of CSW's operating companies cooperated very well with the survey. 

Many seemed very interested in the research and took it quite seriously. They understood that CSW 

was genuinely attempting to get valuable customer feedback on a product that would provide real 

benefits to commercial and industrial users of electricity. 

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 9 
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Sample Description 

The sample was distributed as well as possible among the four CSW operating companies, SIC 

segments and the geography served by CSW. The geographic and sector division of the 782 person 

recruited sample was distributed over the regions of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas served 

by the four CSW operating companies. While every attempt was made to represent the operating com

panies as evenly as possible, the sample resource and customers' willingness to participate produced 

the distribution shown in the chart. 

Many SIC codes were represented in the sample. For analysis purposes, it was necessary to group 

many code segments together that were to small to analyze separately. While the Government, Colleges 

& Universities, General Merchandise and Transportation groups of SICs were important to observe in 

some analyses, when split by other variables the components were sometimes too small to provide 

reliable estimates. 

The sizes of the customer accounts were measured by revenue, annual kilo Watt-hours of electricity 

used and average monthly kilo Watts used. All three dimensions varied dramatically among the sample 

companies. 

The sample was broken down in many ways to better understand the distribution of the customers 

among the several key dimensions of the study. The two main grouping variables for much of the 

segmentation analyses were Operating Company and SIC Segment. Because of variations in geographic 

concentrations of industry segments, there were natural differences in the industry profiles for the four 

operating companies. 

Questionnaire Design 

This project was designed to provide a sensitive and robust process for assessing the responses of 

customers to various formulations of the SelectChoice•M product. The questionnaire was constructed so 

that estimates of relative importance of product attributes and their affect on purchase intentions could 

be obtained from the respondents. 

The basic structure of the questionnaire elicited this information via a conjoint analysis approach 

for retrieving critical preferences. Using this method, the data was translated into respondent utilities 

for each of the key product attributes. These utilities were combined to produce estimates of the alter

native impact on preferences of various combinations of the levels of the several key attributes. Impact 

estimates allowed Central and South West Corporation to design the SelectChoiceSM product to provide 

the maximum balanced benefits to customers and to enhance CSW's business position in the most 

positive manner. 

Conjoint analysis provides for the elicitation of information from respondents that reflects their 

relative preferences for the levels of the attributes of the product. These attributes often include infor-

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 10 
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mation about the product's price. The analysis of this wealth of information has furnished the basis for 

more effectively designing the product, including its price. 

The following steps were followed in contacting and questioning the respondents. 

1. A letter from the Pricing Solutions Manager was faxed to those on the sample lists provided to 

MDR, the research firm, by CSW. 

2. An interviewer called each prospective respondent to identify that the listed name was the most 

appropriate contact within the organization and to determine whether the account administra

tor might like to combine the bill for that account with that of any others of that organization 

or with any accounts of any other organization and receive one summarized bill. Seven 

hundred eight two customers provided usable answers to this first interview. 

3. Each respond who agreed to the next stage of the study was faxed or mailed 7 pages for the 

conjoint part of the study. These pages included instructions for answering the questions and 

explanations of terminology and components of the design grid and the option sheets. 

4. The Design Grid provided to the respondents was a reduced form of the Grid that was an 

integral part of the SelectChoice•• product (formerly S-TOU). Earlier Grids were comprised 

of 9 cells, whereas the Grid used in this study was reduced to the 4 key cells of Exhibit 4 to 

reduce the complication for respondents. 

5. Design Options were arranged on three sheets of paper. The participants were asked to rate 

each option on a scale that ranged from a low of zero to a high of 10. Conjoint studies typi

cally ask respondents to rate or rank combinations of levels of the attributes that are tested. 

For those who said in the initial part of the survey that they would like to combine their 

account bill with those of other accounts, three attributes were tested. These were: 

1. Design Grid Cell (see Exhibit 4); 

2. Contract Options, i.e., length of contract and a pricing commitment, (see Exhibit 5); 

and 

3. Billing Preference, i.e., whether they wanted to have a combined bill with other ac

counts or to maintain a separate bill. 

Those customers who had said during the initial interview that they were not interested in 

combining accounts reviewed just two attributes. These were attributes 1 (the Design Grid) and 2 

(Contract Options) above and were not presented with attribute 3. Three hundred thirty seven custom

ers fulfilled the requirements for the second interview and their responses were used for the conjoint 

analysis. 

Exhibit 6 shows three of the 24 pricing options presented to those customers who said initially that 

they were interested in the possibility of combining their bill with that of another organization. 

The faxes encouraged customers to write their answers on the faxed sheets prior to the telephone 

call. When respondents were called for the first of the two interviews, several questions were asked 

about respondents' knowledge of the pricing of the electricity that was used by their account. Inter-

Ken Deal, Ben Long and Bryan Scott 11 
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viewers then asked respondents to rank the four cells of the Design Grid along with their current ser

vice. 

During the second interview, customers were asked to consider each of the twenty four Design 

Options and provide their rating on the zero ('does not at all suit your needs') to 10 ('ideally suits your 

needs') scale. This completed the interview with respondents. 

Project Timing 

The interviewing began on October 20, 1997 and was completed on December 15, 1997. Many of 

the respondents were very eager to complete the survey. However, their schedules often precluded them 

from speaking with the interviewers until they had the needed 15 to 20 minutes of uninterrupted time. 

Since many respondents worked in small to medium sized businesses, there were many activities 

demanding their time during their busy workdays. It often took interviewers several days to reach the 

customer for the initial interview and then several more days, and sometimes more than a week, to 

procure the main interview. 

Key Findings 

The key findings provide information on which the market for SelectChoice•M can be better under

stood and which can be used to adjust SelectChoice•M to better appeal to the market overall and to 

specific market segments. 

As mentioned earlier, the main questionnaire contained three key components: 

1. Knowledge of Billing Practices for Electricity; 

2. Preferences for the Design Grid vs. their Current Arrangement; and 

3. Conjoint elicitation of Preferences for Design Options. 

Because of the nature of this article, only the conjoint analysis will be discussed in the following 

sections of this paper. 

Considering the four alternative cells of the design grid, cell A has the highest utility, followed by 

cell G, cell C and I. Only minor differences arose between the utilities of the Separate group and the 

Combine group. The A and G cells both include the lower of the two On-Peak rates of 8� per kilo Watt 

hour. Cell A ( 4 hour On-Peak period) is preferred to Cell G (8 hour On-Peak period) and Cell C ( 4 hour 

On-Peak) is slightly preferred to Cell I (8 hour On-Peak). 
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Design Option Preferences 

Conjoint analysis, the main analytical tool for this study, estimates the utilities (preferences) of 

customers for the main attributes of the product. The study questionnaire was designed specifically so 

customers would provide their preferences in a manner that would allow for this analytical technique to 

be used. 

The essential output o f  conjoint analysis is estimates of the relative preferences for the levels of 

each of  the attributes tested. This information has allowed CSW to refine the SelectChoice'" product to 

more closely appeal to the desires of  its customers and to adapt SelectChoice"' to provide product 

variations that are more closely aligned with the needs of customers in the key market segments. 

Preferences were obtained overall, for those who stated that they wanted the opportunity to com

bine the bill for their account with those of other accounts within their organization or with accounts 

outside of  their organization and for those who desired to maintain a separate bill. These two groups 

were asked questions that reflected these preferences. 

Market segmentation is a tremendously powerful marketing practice and one o f  the essential tools 

for effective marketing. To provide information on which CSW can make more astute decisions regard

ing segmentation of its market, the sample was analyzed by the several partitioning strategies. 

Overall Preferences 

The sample was split into two key groups, those who indicated in the initial questionnaire that they 

would prefer to combine the bill for their account with others if that option were available and those 

who preferred to keep the bill for their account separate from others. 

Those who preferred separate bills were asked to state their preferences for two attributes, the cells 

of the Design Grid (see Exhibit 4) and the length and nature of the contract, i.e., the Design Options of 

Exhibit 5. Those who preferred to combine the bill for their account with those of another were asked 

to state their preferences for Design Grid cell, Design Option contract type and for whether their Bill

ing Preference was to combine their bill or to keep it separate from others. Although this latter point 

was asked in the initial questionnaire, it was important to this study to estimate the intensity of this 

preference and to determine the relative importance of this option for combining (aggregating) ac

counts relative to the grid cell and contract type. 

Considering the four alternative cells of the design grid, Exhibit 7 shows that cell A has the highest 

utility, followed by cell G, cell C and I. Only minor differences arose between the utilities of the 

Separate group and the Combine group. The A and G cells both include the lower of the two On-Peak 

rates of Si per kilowatt hour. Cell A (4 hour On-Peak period) is preferred to Cell G (8 hour On-Peak 

period) and Cell C (4 hour On-Peak) is slightly preferred to Cell I (8 hour On-Peak). 
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Overall Utilities for Se/ectChoicesM Grid Cells 
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The utilities shown in Exhibit 8 for the length and type of contract were found to apply to each of 

the two main groups of respondents. The key finding of the study is the relative preference for the 

annual bill guarantee. CSW had planned to eliminate the guarantee for reasons of administrative conve

nience. However, the study persuaded CSW to continue to offer the guarantee. By far, the most pre

ferred contract option is the one year contract with the bill guarantee. 

Overall Utilities for SelectChoice™ Contract Options 
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Another very important finding is that customers are more willing to pay a premium of2% for the 

certainty of fixed prices than they are interested in indexing the price of electricity to natural gas prices 

during that three year contract period. Once again, the comfort of fixed prices for the three-year con

tract term and the guarantee during the one year contract term are more preferred than are other options. 

The five-year contracts are least preferred among the six contract options. It is interesting that there 

is a very slight preference for indexing during the five-year contract over the fixed price option. The 5% 

premium for fixed prices during the five-year contract might be equal to or slightly past the point of 

marginal dispreference for customers. 

Naturally, customers would most like to have the benefits of fixed prices with no premium. The 

general shape of the utility diagram provides an indication of customers' relative preferences and 

dispreferences for price premiums. The utilities indicate that the point of marginal dispreference lies 

somewhere between the 2% premium charged for three year contracts and the 5% premium for 5 year 

fixed contracts, although the analysis does not allow for a direct calculation. A premium beyond 2.5% 

to 3% would probably cause a substantial drop in interest for SelectChoicesM. 

Importance of Product Attributes 

The complete SelectChoicesM product is comprised of two attributes for those who preferred to keep 

their bills separate from others, Design Grid and Design Options, and three attributes for those who 

were interested in combining bills, Design Grid, Design Options and Billing Options. Each of the 

attributes in the study have a somewhat different level of impact or importance in contributing to the 

customer's assessment of the SelectChoice"' product. Attribute importances are shown in Exhibit 9. 

The Relative Importance of the 

SelectChoicesM Design Attributes 

Product 
Design Separate Bills Combine Bills 

Attributes 

Design Grid 39% 38% 

Design 61% 52% Options 

Billing Not Applicable 10% 
Options 

Total 100% 100% 
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The relative importance of these factors should be considered then designing the SelectChoice•M 

product overall and when adapting and positioning the product to the market segments. For example, 

the survey found that respondents' preferences for the Design Grid were fairly even between Separate 

Bills and Combining Bills groups. Also, the Billing Options attribute contributes only 10% of a customer's 

assessment of a particular variation of the SelectChoice•M product. Design Options has been found to 

have a 52% impact and the Design Grid contributed 38% of the influence on the customer's choice of 

a SelectChoice•" option. Consequently, while the Billing Options attribute might sway some customers 

to favorably consider one particular SelectChoice•M configuration option, it is unlikely to have a major 

impact and greater emphasis should be placed on preferences for the Design Options and the Design 

Grid. 
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Relative Importances 

= Utility of a Product with 

'Grid G', '3 Yr. Fixed w/ 2% Premium' & 'Separate Bills' 

Simulations were executed to identify the estimated preferences for various combinations of at

tributes, which are product alternatives, in different market segments. The utility or preference for a 

product is a combination of the utilities of the levels of the separate attributes weighted by the relative 

importances. The geographic regions, SIC sectors and sizes of organizations as measured by their 

usage provide the three segmentation bases used in this study. The pattern of utilities for the segments 

within the three bases generally follow the distribution of the overall utilities seen earlier. However, 

there were some significant differences in the pattern and degree of preference and some of these 

differences might lead to interesting and important variations in product design and marketing strate

gies among the segments. 
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Conclusions - Impact of research on product development 

The word is out . . .  energy customers can demand alternative ways for buying electricity and natural 

gas. The pressure from commercial customers for new pricing schedules and contract options contin

ues to grow. Customers are very willing to take the time to explore the benefits from the most intriguing 

options. 

CSW found that it was a weak strategy to try to force-feed a single solution to all customers-even 

if it was a superior option to the standard tariffs. Several large national chains were requesting dis

counts - they wanted the "same pricing" as large industrial customers. "After all, when you consider all 

of our sites in combination, we are as large or larger than any industrial customer". Commercial cus

tomers began stating that CSW needed to "take care of them now" or they wouldn't deal with the 

company after open access was attained. CSW chose not interpret this as a threat, but as a competitive 

reality. CSW wanted to offer these customers an alternative to both the standard tariffs and to deregu

lation (direct retail access). 

The initial program participation included several national chains and over 200 customers sub

scribed within 10 months. The customers range from a five kilowatt (5 kW) "chicken farm" to a 3,000 

kW university and a 13 MW industrial customer. 

Another significant result has been that CSW has strengthened its competitive position. The pro

gram has been used to retain customers who have choices among electric suppliers and energy sources. 

Customers have used SelectChoice'" to increase electric purchases and to take advantage of higher peak 

prices and shift usage to lower cost periods. A small industrial customer that uses approximately 500 

kW changed work shifts to avoid peak price periods during the heat of the day and moved operations to 

lower cost periods. Another customer replaced propane heat for a chicken house with electric heat and 

increased purchases from 5 kW to 50 kW. Generally, however, the trend has been to increase purchases 

in lower cost periods. The result has been an increase in profitable off peak sales for CSW. 

The research prevented CSW from making a serious mistake: that of withdrawing the first year 

guarantee. The findings have also encouraged CSW to continue its efforts to market the program to 

customers. CSW has expanded the pilot programs in several areas to make it available to more custom

ers. Introducing SelectChoice'" has convinced the product development team that combining test mar

keting (introducing a pilot program) and market research provides accurate information upon which to 

make better decisions to launch new products or institute product changes. The combination of test 

marketing and conjoint analysis has provided worthwhile results for CSW. 

There are a few areas of inconsistency between the conjoint analysis and the test marketing. The 

most obvious was that no customers subscribed to cell G in the pilot program, while several customers 

( 10%) subscribed to cell C. In fact, cell C is the second most preferred option, next to cell A. Further 

investigation is required regarding subscribers' preference or lack of preference for cell G. 

As a result of the success with SelectChoice'", CSW plans to begin research on products for the 
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most challenging of all of its market segments: residential and small commercial customers. 
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